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Abstract 
The recursion operator and bi-Hamiltonian formulation of the Drinfeld-Sokolov system are given. @ 1999 Elsevier 
Science B.V. 
Recently [ 1,2] we have given a subclass of the 
coupled system of Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equa- 
tions. These systems of equations are mainly classi- 
fied, if they are integrable, with respect to a pair of 
numbers (m, n). Here the numbers m and n are re- 
spectively the highest powers of the operators D and 
D-’ in the recursion operator, ‘R. The type (2,1) 
has been extensively studied by several authors [l- 
111. The Svinolupov-Jordan KdV system [ 12,131 
corresponds to the type (2,2) and some mixed cases 
were considered quite recently [ 141. In this work 
we start to consider the type (4, 1) for N = 2. 
Our preliminary classification includes the systems: 
Hirota-Satsuma [ 15,4,16-2 1 I, Boussinesq [ 22-241, 
and Drinfeld-Sokolov (DS) systems [25,26]. The 
first two systems are well known to be integrable, 
that is they admit a recursion operator and also a 
bi-Hamiltonian structure. The latter one admits a Lax 
pair [25,27] and its PainlevC truncated Backlund 
transformations are studied by Tian and Gao [ 281. 
Here we show that the DS system admits a hered- 
itary recursion operator and hence results out of a 
Hamiltonian pair. We consider a system of N nonlin- 
ear equations which is called a coupled KdV system, 
qf = b;qixxx + s$qiq: + ,$q$ (1) 
where i, j, k = 1,2, . . . , N, q’ are functions depending 
on the variables x, f, and bi, sik and ,$ are constants. 
Here we use the Einstein convention, 1.e. repeated in- 
dices are summed up over 1 - N. The part containing 
the terms (b$, s$J will be called the principal part of 
the system of KdV equations ( 1) . In the classification 
of the above system ( 1) singular and non-singular be- 
havior of the matrix b$ plays an essential role [ 21. 
The system is called degenerate if b is singular, i.e. 
det(bi) = 0, otherwise it is called non-degenerate. 
The Hirota-Satsuma system is an example of a non- 
degenerate and the Boussinesq system is an example 
of a degenerate case. 
We propose that the recursion operator (if it exists) 
of the system of equations in ( 1) takes the form 
R; = a;D4 + D;,qkD2 $ t;D2 + .$D f cikq,kD 
+ R;kqtx + $,,,,q’f + &qk + b;,q;,,D-’ 
+ M~,,,,q’q!J’D-’ + Nj,ma,D-‘qm + PjkqlD-’ 
+ w;, (2) 
where D is the total x-derivative, D-’ is the inverse 
operator and all parameters are constants. In this work 
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we consider the system of equations ( 1) admitting 
recursion operators (2) of the irreducible (4, 1)-type. 
A recursion operator will be called irreducible if it 
is not possible to write it as R: = a$;“, where pj 
is the recursion operator of the type (2,1) given by 
pj = b~D2+a$,qk+c$kq{D-‘. KdV systems admitting 
reducible recursion operators of the type (4, 1) belong 
to the class studied recently [ 21. 
Here we shall not give a systematic classification 
of this system for all N. For N = 2 we present the 
recursion operator and bi-Hamiltonian formulation of 
the DS system. This system is a non-degenerate but 
contains a nontrivial linear term qi. It is given in the 
following form, 
u, = -uxxx + 6uux + 6u,, ut = 2vxxx - 6uux. (3) 
We find that the recursion operator R of this system is 
(4) 
with 
7Z; = D4 - 8uD2 - 12u,D - 8uXx + 16u* + 16~ 
+ (-2nxxx + 12uu, + 12u,)D-’ + 4uXD-‘u, 
Ry=-10D2+8u+4u,D-‘, 
ET:, = lOu,D + 12v,, + (4u,,, - 12uu,)D-’ 
+ 4vXD-‘u, 
Rf = -4D4 + 16uD* + 8u,D + 16~ + 4u,D-‘. 
Now it can be shown that this recursion operator sat- 
isfies the hereditary property [29]. Furthermore, it 
admits the factorization [30] ‘R$ = (&)“(e,l)kj, 
where 





f?p = -5D’ + 4uD + 2u,, 
t’,o’ = -2D5 + 4( D3u + uD3) + IDu,D + 4u,D* 
+ 6Dv + 2vD, 
6;’ = -2D5 + 8uD3 + 4u,D* + 2Dv + 6vD, 
0:’ = -0’ + 4uD5 -t 2u,D4 + 2D4(u, + 2uD) 
+ 2vD3 + 2D3v - 8uD*( uX + 2uD) 
- 4u,D(u, + 2uD) - 8u(u, + 2~0) - 8uu-. 
Following the procedure of Ref. [ 241 one can easily 
show that both differential operators are skew-adjoint 
and satisfy the Jacobi identities. Moreover they con- 
stitute a compatible pair. Hence the system (3) can 
be written in a bi-Hamiltonian form. Using the com- 
patible Hamiltonian operators (5) and (6), we have 
(:),=e.($92(31 (7) 




‘Fll[U,Ul = [;u$, - 
s 
$&l,, + Su” + 2uxux 
+ 6(u*u + u*)] dx. (8) 
There thus exists a whole hierarchy of conservation 
laws and commuting symmetries (flows) for the DS 
system. 
We have a second commuting hierarchy originated 
from the translational symmetry which may be formu- 
lated in a bi-Hamiltonian structure 
1 
ml 






“;I&v] = (+;+2uv+u3)dx, 
1 
are both conserved. 
(10) 
The interesting point here is that the linear term u, 
in this system is nontrivial. In the case of the KdV 
systems admitting recursion operators of type (2, I ) , 
the linear terms xi,&! are not essential in the study 
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of the integrability of these systems. This is based on 
the theorem given in Ref. 121. It states that a KdV 
system with linear first derivative terms is integrable 
if and only if its principal part (system without the 
linear first derivative terms) is integrable. In the case 
of the KdV systems admitting recursion operators of 
type (4, I) this theorem is not valid anymore. 
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